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Over the last three decades in blood 
transfusion, what lessons have we learned 

that can best inform how we build 
sustainability over the next three?
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Blood system evolution
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• Began my career as an academic haematologist, with a focus on 
treating patients with inherited red cell disorders (thalassemia, 
sickle cell disease)

• Ran the “blood bank” in the largest teaching hospital in Canada
• Was recruited from clinical practice into the newly created 

Canadian Blood Services in 1998, overseeing the medical & 
scientific portfolio

• Became CEO of Canadian Blood Services in 2001
• Instrumental in founding the global Alliance of Blood Operators
• Was on the board of directors and president of AABB
• Have had an opportunity to observe and contribute to our industry’s 

evolution from both the prescribing side and the blood operator 
perspective

My personal journey
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Our history — tainted blood crisis in Canada

A legacy of delayed decision making and lack of proactive 
interventions for blood safety

• 30,000 HCV infections

• 2,000 HIV infections

• $2.7 billion in compensation

• Complete erosion of public trust and confidence
• Decision by federal, provincial and territorial governments to rebuild the 

national system (1998)
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Our history

• Following an extensive public inquiry, the Krever
Commission report provided a blueprint for 
rebuilding the national blood system in Canada

• Genesis of Canadian Blood Services (and Héma-
Québec)

• Mandate:
o Rebuild the blood system in Canada
o Regain the trust and confidence of Canadians
o Create risk management programs to prevent future 

catastrophes
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• Public inquiries around contaminated blood 
occurred and are still occurring around the world.

• Japan, France, Ireland, New Zealand and currently 
the UK have had or are having public inquiries.

• Many lessons learned and these inquiries have 
both sought to redress the harms caused and 
evolve policies and practices aimed at reducing 
likelihood of recurrence.

• It remains essential for blood system operators to 
continuously examine how we do things and 
consider future implications.

Not unique to Canada
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Three facets of success



Safety — looking back
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Multi-layered approaches to blood safety
Strategy Examples 

Surveillance

Manufacturing 
processes

Donor screening and 
education

Quality management 
and quality processes

Lab testing

Vigilance 
External

Organizational

Individual

Product

Donor studies and risk assessment, 
emerging pathogen matrices, 
seroprevalence studies etc.  

Standardization, training, 
documentation, traceability

Donor questionnaires, health 
assessments

Testing for various pathogens

Pathogen inactivation technology, 
universal pre-storage leuko-reduction
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Blood safety has increased dramatically
• Cumulative measures have rendered the 

residual risk of viral transmission by 
blood to be very low 

o Regional differences in 
epidemiology and testing algorithms

• Threats from “traditional” transfusion-
transmitted agents and novel emerging 
pathogens

o How safe is safe, and at what cost?

HIV prevalence

HCV prevalence

HBV prevalence
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• Will always remain the essential lens though which all decisions are 
made

• Move from reactive and responsive to proactive and preventative 
approaches (e.g. pathogen inactivation technology)

• Move from paradigm of “zero-risk” to one of risk “as low as 
reasonably achievable”

• Risk-based decision-making framework provides a set of objective 
tools to assess and mitigate safety risks

• Climate change and other global threats will constantly pose new 
challenges

Evolving our approach to safety
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• Ensuring blood safety goes beyond transmissible harmful agents
• Optimizing the right product, for the right patient at the right time is a 

cardinal feature of ensure safe transfusion
• Blood donor phenotyping has remained a fundamentally “basic” 

science to date
• Beyond ABO, Rh and other basic blood groups, limited specificity 

matching donor to recipient
• Immunological risks remain relevant e.g. TRALI, GVHD

• long-standing practices have moderated these risks (irradiation, 
leuko-reduction)

Safety is not restricted to infectious agents



Safety — looking forward
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• Provides the opportunity to increase the safety of the blood supply from 
infectious agents (even though the current system is exceedingly safe).

• Benefit will best be realized when universal pathogen inactivation technology 
(PIT) exists for all fresh blood components (or whole blood).

• Effective for both known agents for which a test may not be (readily) available 
and for new, emerging pathogens that threaten blood safety.

• The era of emerging pathogens is pretty active: WNV, SARS-CoV2, 
monkeypox, Zika, babesiosis etc.

• Implementation should aim to minimize product quality loss, optimize 
customer uptake and maximize cost-effectiveness.

Pathogen inactivation technology — a paradigm 
shift?
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• Patient care being transformed through 
application of genomics and delivery of 
precision medicine

o Use of individual’s genetic profile to 
optimize decisions regarding prevention, 
diagnosis and treatment of disease

Genomics, precision medicine
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• Transfusion and transplantation medicine is perfect use case

o Serological matching for red blood cells (RBC), platelet and 
human leukocyte antigens is insufficiently sensitive and has 
limited target antigens

o Genomics testing is increasingly high throughput and affordable, 
making it widely applicable for precise antigen identification and 
better matching of RBC, platelets, stem cells and solid organs

Genomics, precision medicine
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Taking blood group matching to the next level

Regular The futureComplicated

Acknowledgements: Haem-Match UK

Advantages immediately applicable to multiple transfused, hard-to-match 
patients (e.g. sickle cell disease, thalassemia, myelodysplasia and others) 

ensuring better donor identification and improved patient outcomes. 



Blood genomics consortium
An international partnership between blood services, research institutions and industry leaders

Aims:
1. Improve safety and efficiency of blood and platelet transfusion by introducing cutting-edge 

genomics technology into routine clinical practice

2. Develop DNA-based assays, software solutions, and infrastructure required to implement 
donor and patient genotyping at global scale.



Security of supply —
looking back
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Security of supply

• From its military origins to current civilian programs, the principle of 
voluntary, non-remunerated blood donation (VNRBD) has been 
sacrosanct

o In parts of the world, family replacement is a dominant feature

• A fundamental “currency” for VNRBD is TRUST
o Blood system operators must be trustworthy in the eyes of both 

donors and recipients

• When trust erodes, supply cannot sustain demand
o We saw that in the years of the tainted blood scandal in Canada

• For years, donor recruitment and collection was built on the paradigm: 
“collect what we can”

o Alignment between demand and supply was rudimentary
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Changes in demand for blood in Canada 
• Demand for red blood cells (RBC) has declined in many countries over the last decade or 

more
• Stable, commodity product
• Shift in clinical practice, focus on patient blood management and improved inventory 

management all contribute
• Demand reduction has major impacts on blood system operations viability
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• Majority of product comes 
from paid, commercial 
plasma industry (US ~ 70 
per cent of world supply)

• All blood system operators 
ought to be increasing 
plasma collections to 
achieve higher levels of 
domestic sufficiency (of 
immunoglobulins and other 
plasma-derived medicinal 
products)

Changes in demand for source plasma
• Unlike red blood cells, demand for source plasma is growing exponentially around the globe
• Driven by demand for immunoglobulin therapies
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Security of supply — modernizing the approach

• Shift to a Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP) 
focus
o Demand, supply and inventory management 

all aligned
o “Collect what we need, not what we can”

• Integrate business operations with hospital 
(customer) needs

• Technology enablement
• Enhanced attention to product type and 

specification
• Greater predictability, use of data and analytics to 

better inform actions
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Security of supply — modernizing the approach
• Increasing focus on donor diversity (and other 

demographic trends) to better match patient needs (role 
of genomics)

• Expanding donor eligibility where safe and possible to 
do so (e.g. elimination of vCJD, and MSM criteria)

• Using artificial intelligence and other smart technologies 
to understand “the voice of the donor” and deliver an 
exceptional donor experience

• Creating opportunities for multi-product engagement 
with donors (blood, plasma, stem cells)

• And yet….
o Despite all of this process and technology 

innovation, recruiting and retaining a stable donor 
base and consistently meeting customer needs 
remains the biggest challenge of all blood systems 
internationally

o “Re-imagining the Donor Experience” is a major 
focus for Alliance of Blood Operators

Understanding 
the donor 

journey



Security of supply —
looking forward
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• Longer shelf life of fresh blood components 
(e.g. freeze-dried plasma, cold-stored platelets)

o Genesis of innovation from military sector
o Obvious applicability in trauma and other 

settings
o Could greatly simplify inventory 

management challenges

• Synthetic alternative to human red blood cells 
unlikely for foreseeable future

o Decades of failed research to date
o Donors will still be required for years to 

come.

Replacement products
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• Blood services can leverage machine learning and deep learning 
models to make the end-to-end lifecycle “intelligent”

• Smart systems in hospitals to increase understanding of product 
usage and need before the need arises 

• Fully integrated, real-time data shared between hospital/blood 
system helping inform demand, optimize inventory management and 
measure and monitor patient outcomes

• Putting blood on the blockchain… 

The power of data, analytics and artificial intelligence
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Blood on the blockchain

In collaboration with EY Canada
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• The orthodoxy of voluntary non-remunerated blood donation remains 
the core tenet of our industry

• Can we build and sustain our supply chains with a voluntarily 
“donated” starting raw material?

• Will the fresh blood industry go the way of the commercial plasma 
sector, and if so, what will be the pre-conditions and strategic drivers 
(e.g. universal pathogen inactivation technology)?

• Societal norms, expectations and values will inform this option

Paradigm shifts — remuneration



Systems control and 
optimization —
looking back
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Evolution from a “cottage industry”

Ad hoc 
battlefield 
capability

Hospital 
laboratory-
based facilities

Fundamentals 
of GMP

Sophisticated 
biologics 
manufacturing 
environment

*Klassen photography
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• Donor / product and safety / supply remain the core of our operations
• At the same time, we have matured our processes, capabilities and technologies to 

ensure end-to-end control
o Quality management systems and good manufacturing processes

o Continuous improvement

o Business continuity management and resilience

o Enterprise risk management

o Surveillance and epidemiology

o Research and innovation

o Productivity and efficiency

o Strategy management

o Talent management and capability enhancement

Systems control and optimization



Systems control and 
optimization —
looking forward
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Artificial Intelligence

In collaboration with EY Canada
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Machine Learning

In collaboration with EY Canada
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Robotic Process Automation

In collaboration with EY Canada



Closing thoughts — blood systems a 
decade from now
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• Sustainability will require we re-imagine the donor of the future and 
re-invent the donor experience

• Donors (and products) will be highly specific and characterized using 
high-throughput genomic testing. Products will be more resilient and 
have longer shelf-life

• Traditional blood products will be somewhat displaced by cellular 
therapies, gene therapy, precision medicine

• Patients will receive optimized products with minimal risk and will 
have better clinical outcomes

• Technology will be pervasive throughout our environments

Looking back to look forward
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• Blood systems will be ideally positioned to contribute to broader 
public health interventions
o For example: seroprevalence studies, linked donor–recipient 

repositories
• Opportunities for blood systems to screen for important health 

measures
o For example: cholesterol, blood pressure, diabetes, cancer, sickle 

cell disease
• These are only possible considerations when the fundamentals of 

safety, security of supply and control of the system are all optimized 
and efficient 

Looking back to look forward
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• All blood components, plasma-derived medicinal products and 
transplantation products will be defined as essential medicines in all 
regions of the globe

• Opportunities for sharing of best practices, collaborative 
development and innovation and knowledge exchange will be 
enhanced and leveraged

• Global inequities in access to life-saving transfusion and 
transplantation products will be greatly reduced

Looking back to look forward
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My Prediction

“We will still be in the business we are in today, but it will look 
different and will rely on newer technologies, constantly 
evolving skills and capabilities, will deliver greatly enhanced 
value to the health systems in which we operate, and will vastly 
improve patient outcomes”
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